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Abstract 

Optimal resources allocation should be done in first establishment stage. But, optimal 

capacity allocation in consideration of practical standards such as current traffic volume has 

a significant impact on performance. In this paper, we've attempted to model an appropriate 

mapping method based on network traffic as the basis for early allocation policy. 
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1. Introduction 

It is very important to secure an optimum capacity of network backbone and provide 

services in terms of economic aspect and work efficiency. In particular, virtual organization 

has even been used in forming a research network. In fact, it is hard to find a paper on the 

estimation of network capacity even though it is related with logical groups and application 

groups such as high-energy physics and high-performance computing resource linkage. In the 

past, the total capacity of network backbone was allocated to a user network on a static 

manner. At present, it is a trend to study technology which is necessary to realize 

environment in which bandwidth or resources could be dynamically allocated by a user such 

as Software Defined Network (SDN). However, it is still difficult to apply perfect dynamic 

allocation technology for establishment of backbone infrastructure and allocation of 

resources. In particular, optimal resources allocation should be done in an early stage. 

Therefore, optimal capacity allocation in consideration of practical standards such as current 

traffic volume has a significant impact on performance. This paper has attempted to model an 

appropriate mapping method based on network traffic as the basis for early allocation policy. 

 

2. The Background of Estimation-based Network Capacity Model 
 

2.1. Capacity Estimation Method 

In terms of a way to estimate network capacity, there is a questionnaire survey. This 

method is generally used by the Internet service providers to estimate the number of service 

subscribers and subscription rates based on the developed product models. The factors which 

determine network traffic include the number of service subscribers, subscription rates and 

service distribution rates. After tracking down and analyzing the past records, group meeting, 

questionnaire survey, opinion poll and market research are conducted.  

This paper has attempted to test self-similarity based on the real traffic information and 

propose an appropriate capacity estimation methodology through the traffic estimation 

algorithm. 
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2.2. Traffic Self-similarity 

There are various ways to test traffic self-similarity. Even though a current trend could be 

briefly mentioned, it has a disadvantage of low accuracy. In this paper, the traffic self-

similarity was tested using R/S plot. The R/S plot is a common method used to measure the 

strength of self-similarity by the effect of hurst.   

Using the characteristics that  of the adjusted scope increases according to the rules of 

repeated square with  , it is defined as the value of  on  . Where,  is a 

natural number which represents sampling interval in data points while  and  refer to the 

statistical number of process and standard deviation of sample respectively. If it is assumed 

that the mean of the sample is  , the equations on   and   can be defined as 

follows: 

 

 

 
 

2.3. Probability Plot (P-P Plot) for Normality 

Let's say the order statistics of probability distribution (  ) is  , and 

the Cumulative Distribution Factor (CDF) of the probability factor  is  . Then, let's 

assume  . According to the Probability Integral Transformation,   follows 

 . After that, let's say the order statistics of  is  . Then, 

 . Here, the Probability Density Function (PDF,  ) of the order statistics (   ) 

can be induced as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Where,  is the PDF of  distribution, and  . The 

induced PDF   is equal to the PDF of BETA distribution. Therefore, it can be induced that  

 follows  . Then, let's say the sampling distribution function is  . The, 

 is  . After that, the P-P Plot can be defined as graph which expresses  

  

on the  using the said properties. Then,   follows  . Therefore, 

the expected value is 

 .  

Where, the graph will be a line with a slope of  . The deviation from the line is used as 

the scale for normality test. 

 

3. Network Capacity Estimation Model 

The logical network which consists of virtual organization is a virtual network which 

unites computing resources to solve a common problem or achieve a common goal. It is a 

very important concept which started from the grid computing for use of multiple system 

resources. Right now, it is even used in configuration of logical group network to support 
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advanced application research activities using the science technology research network as 

well as grid computing. For this, it is an essential process to properly allocate logical links 

and adjust the allocated logical network because bandwidth is a limited resource. In other 

words, it is required to estimate network capacity in consideration of VO. 
 

3.1. Method of Capacity Estimation 

In the physical network in which multiple logical links are allocated to configure VO, the 

target of capacity estimation is a single physical link which includes multiple logical links. 

The purpose of capacity estimation is to diagnose traffic of physical link and count the 

number of the logical links which can be additionally allocated to the physical link. It can 

change depending on the consumption and distribution of the already allocated logical links 

(or the logical links to be allocated soon). In other words, the results of the capacity 

estimation are not constants. Because they can vary depending on the variables of network 

circumstances, it is necessary to measure and simulate traffic by logical link for capacity 

estimation. If traffic is simulated, distribution and mean could be critical factors. In addition, 

measured or created data should be sufficient enough to have representative. 

 

3.2. Capacity Estimation Algorithm 

The goal of this algorithm is to reduce a scope of investigation through alignment, section 

division and index adjustment. This algorithm requires the following information: 

① No. of logical links 

② Bandwidth of physical links 

③ No. of traffic data by VO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Structure of Classified Traffic Data 
 

④ Traffic data 

 

• Stage I: Alignment 

In Figure 11 as shown above, ascending sort by VO is carried out. Even though it is a 

simple arrangement, it can enhance overall algorithm efficiency if Quick Sort or Merge Sort 

is used. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.  Zone Dividing Model 

 

• Stage II : Domain Division 

To minimize and simplify search process, data set was divided into two zones. 'Zone B' 

exceeds bandwidth even though the sum is calculated by combining traffic in each VO in any 
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manners. On the contrary, 'Zone A' does not exceed bandwidth even though the sum is 

calculated by combining traffic in each VO in any manners. In other words, if selected within 

'Zone A,' it is not possible to make a combination which exceeds bandwidth. In the following 

two cases, traffic combination in each VO can exceed bandwidth.  

 

① Combination in Zone B 

② Combination in which both zones are used 

 

The zones are divided by searching for the spot where Zone B begins. It proceeds from the 

left to the right. The row whose sum first exceeds bandwidth is found.  

 

• Stage III : Number of Cases 

In two cases in which the traffic combination in Stage II can exceed bandwidth, the number 

of cases is estimated.  

 

• Stage IV: Combination in Zone B 

If the number of data by VO in Zone B is 'x,' the number of possible combinations is as 

follows: 

 
 

• Stage V: Combination in which both zones are used 

To perform the process, the indexes by VO are necessary. The following process is 

repeated through the index control: 

 

Table 1.  Process of Adjusting Index 

①   Each index advances one column by one column by creating precise combinations 

without missing one starting from the first data on the left toward Zone B.  

②   Check if all indexes are located in Zone B. If they do, the following processes should 

not be repeated because they are the same with the Stage IV.  

③   If the indexes indicate both zones, check if the sum of the data indicated by the 

indexes exceeds bandwidth.  

 

• Stage VI: Estimation of final probability 

As shown in the Clause 2 Application of Capacity Estimation, probability can be obtained 

by dividing the number of combinations which exceed bandwidth by the number of all 

possible combinations in logical links. The number of combinations which exceed bandwidth 

is the sum of Stage IV and Stage V. If the number of cases after performing the Stage III-2 is 

'y,' the probability is as follows: 

 

 

 

4. Simulation 

 
4.1. Traffic Measurement & Analysis 

At present, various organizations are linked to the joint-use-of-super-computing network of 

KREONET. Then, traffic similarity by organization was analyzed. 
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4.1.1. Institute A (Q-Q Plot of  Institute A (In/Output)) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

4.1.2. Institute B (Q-Q Plot of  Institute B (In/Output)) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
4.1.3. Institute C (Q-Q Plot of  Institute C (In/Output)) 
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4.2. Traffic Estimation with Random Number 

The fabricated algorithm cannot get results without a certain amount of data because traffic 

is estimated with a statistical technique instead of through the fixed number-based traffic 

estimation. In other words, the status can be diagnosed by capturing the existing traffic, or the 

network can be estimated by estimating and randomly generating traffic. In this section, the 

random numbers which followed Normal Distribution, Lognormal Distribution and Poisson 

Distribution were created, and the results were analyzed in consideration of diverse 

circumstances. Microsoft Excel 2010's random generation functions were used, and the 

circuits with three logic networks were simulated. 

 
4.2.1. The Case when Bandwidth is Sufficient 
 

Table 2. Sufficient Bandwidth with three Logical Networks 

Num. of VO 
VO1 Normal 

m σ  
Probability 

3 370 5 

Num. of data 
VO2 Lognormal 

m σ  

0.90% 
100 5 0.4 

Bandwidth 
VO3 Poisson 

λ  

1 Gb 200 

 
There are three logical links which are comprised of VO, and 100 traffics were randomly 

created by link. The bandwidth in physical link is 1Gbps. With the traffic data of VO1, 

random numbers under the normal distribution (mean: 370, standard deviation: 5) were 

created. Using the traffic data of VO2, random numbers under the normal distribution (mean: 

5, standard deviation: 0.4) were created. Then, they were under EXP() operation and 

lognormal distribution. With the traffic data of VO3, in addition, random numbers under the 

Poisson Distribution (mean: 200) were created. Here, the probability that the sum of traffic in 

logical links exceeds the bandwidth of physical links is 0.90%. In other words, the physical 

links could be overloaded for up to 13 minutes a day if things get worse. 

 

4.2.2. The Case when Bandwidth is Insufficient 
 

Table 3. Insufficient Bandwidth with Three Logical Networks 

Num. of VO 
VO1 Normal 

m σ  
Probability 

3 380 5 

Num. of data 
VO2 Lognormal 

m σ  

8.22% 
100 5 0.6 

Bandwidth 
VO3 Poisson 

λ  

1 Gb 300 

 
There are three logical links which are comprised of VO, and 100 traffics were randomly 

created by link. The bandwidth in physical link is 1Gb. With the traffic data of VO1, random 

numbers under the normal distribution (mean: 380, standard deviation: 5) were created. Using 

the traffic data of VO2, random numbers under the normal distribution (mean: 5, standard 

deviation: 0.6) were created. Then, they were under EXP() operation and lognormal 

distribution. With the traffic data of VO3, in addition, random numbers under the Poisson 

Distribution (mean: 300) were created. Here, the probability that the sum of traffic in logical 
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links exceeds the bandwidth of physical links is 8.22%. In other words, the physical links 

could be overloaded for up to 1 hour and 58 minutes a day if things get worse. 

 

5. Conclusion 

This paper has investigated how to analyze traffic in large-capacity research network and 

application system statistically. If the results of the measurement and analysis on traffic are 

compared, and similarities between two traffics are tested after creating simulated traffic and 

applying it to simulation, it will be possible to establish a technical ground to measure 

similarities between real and simulated traffics.  

In fact, it is very difficult to measure network performance by creating large traffic. 

Therefore, network performance is measured using a simulation traffic generator. The 

traffic similarity test algorithm can enhance the performance of the simulation traffic 

generator.  

It is likely that the results of this paper would be used in estimating capacity on 

mobile traffic and mobile network. It appears that this paper would be able to suggest a 

way to use the resources which are used in various R&D activities more efficiently 

using statistics. 
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